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A family of integer matrices, which generalize the Demjanenko matrix and the
matrix defined by Silverman, is introduced and shown to compute the values at
negative integers of the Dedekind zeta function of the pth cyclotomic field for any
prime p.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [2], we observed that the determinant of a certain 0-1-matrix called
Demjanenko matrix, gives the class number of the pth cyclotomic field
K=Q(‘p). Recently in [3], the determinant of a certain integer matrix,
introduced by Silverman in [5], is shown to compute the cuspidal class
number of the modular curve X1(m). Since the class numbers in both cases
are essentially expressed as the values at s=0 (resp. s=&1) of the zeta
functions of the cyclotomic field K (resp. its maximal real subfield K+), it
is natural to try to find a family of integer matrices related with the zeta
values at s=1&n for n>0. The main purpose of this article is to show
that there does exist an integer matrix M( p: n) for each odd prime p and
for any positive integer n such that
‘K (1&n)‘K+(1&n)=
2( p&1)2
D( p: n)
det M( p; n), if n>0 is odd,
and that
‘K+(1&n)=
2( p&1)2
D( p; n)
det M( p; n), if n>0 is even.
where D( p, n) is an integer which is easily computed once p, n are given.
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The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the proof of
a proposition which expresses the Bernoulli numbers associated with a
character of (ZpZ)* in terms of the ‘‘half sums’’ 1a( p&1)2 f (a) /(a)
for some polynomial function f. Actually our result is not restricted to the
odd prime cases, but is valid for an arbitrary odd integer greater than or
equal to five. In Section 3 we give the definition of the matrix M( p: n) and
prove the determinantal formula stated above. In Section 4, as an application
of our determinantal formula, we give an upper bound for the absolute
value of the quotient ‘K (&2)‘K+(&2).
2. BERNOULLI NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH A CHARACTER
Let m be an arbitrary odd integer 5. let G=(ZmZ)*. For any non-
trivial character / of G=(ZmZ)*, let
Bn, /=mn&1 :
(a, m)=1
1am&1
Bn(am) /(a),
where Bn(X) denotes the nth Bernoulli polynomial
Bn(X )= :
0 jn \
n
j+ Bj/n& j.
The purpose of this section is to give a proof of the following:
Proposition 2.1. (1) For any positive integer n, let / be an arbitrary
nontrivial character of G with /(&1)=(&1)n. Further we let
fn(X )=2n&2Xn&1+ :
1k[(n&1)2]
2n&2k&2n
n \
n
2k+ B2km2k&1X n&2k.
Then
Bn, /=
2mn&1/(2)
1&2n/(2)
:
(a, m)=1
1am2 \Bn \2
a
m+&2nBn \
a
m++ /(a)
=
2n/(2)
1&2n/(2)
:
(a, m)=1
1am2
fn(a) /(a).
(2) For any n2, fn(X) # Z[X].
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Example. The polynomials ( fn(X ) for n=1, 2, 3, 4 are given by
f1(X )= 12
f2(X )=X,
f3(X )=2X 2&mX,
f4(X )=4X 3&3mX2.
Remark. The proposition and Theorem 3.1 in the next section reveal
the fact that the Demjanenko matrix (resp. Silverman’s matrix) is in fact,
intimately related with the first (resp. second) Stickelberger’s element intro-
duced in [1] (see also [6])
Proof of Proposition 2.1. It is convenient to introduce the notation
S=[a # Z; 1am2, (a, m)=1],
S$=[a # Z; m2<am&1, (a, m)=1].
For any rational number r, let (r) denote the unique representative of
r mod 1 with 0(r) <1. Further we put
3n, /= :
a # G
Bn \ am+ /(a),
so that Bn, /=mn&13n, / . First we compute (/(2&1)&2n) 3n, / :
(/(2&1)&2n) 3n, /
= :
a # G
Bn \ am+ /(2&1a)& :a # G 2
nBn \ am+ /(a)
= :
a # G \Bn \
2a
m+&2nBn \
a
m++ /(a)
= :
a # S \Bn \
2a
m+&2nBn \
a
m++ /(a)
+ :
a # S$ \Bn \
2a
m+&2nBn \
a
m++ /(a)
= :
a # S \Bn \
2a
m+&2nBn \
a
m++ /(a)
+ :
a # S \Bn \
2(m&a)
m +&2nBn \
m&a
m ++ /(m&a)
(since a # S$  m&a # S )
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= :
a # S \Bn \
2a
m+&2nBn \
a
m++ /(a)
+(&1)n :
a # S \Bn \1&
2a
m+&2nBn \1&
a
m++ /(a)
(by the assumption of the theorem)
=2 :
a # S \Bn \
2a
m+&2nBn \
a
m++ /(a).
(The last equality follows from the well known property Bn(1&x)=
(&1)nBn(x) of the Bernoulli polynomial.) Hence we have
Bn, /=mn&13n, /=
2mn&1/(2)
1&2n/(2)
:
(a, m)=1
1am2 \Bn \
2a
m+&2nBn \
a
m++ /(a). (2.1)
This proves the first equality of (1). In order to prove the second equality,
we expand mn&1(Bn(2am)&2nBn(am)) which appears in the coefficient of
/(a) in (2.1),
mn&1\Bn \2am+&2nBn \
a
m++
=mn&1 :
0 jn \
n
j + Bj \\
2a
m+
n& j
&2n \ am+
n& j
+
= :
0 jn
(2n& j&2n) \ nj+ Bj m j&1an& j
=2n&2nan&1+ :
1k[(n&1)2]
(2n&2k&2n) \ n2k+ B2k m2k&1an&2k
+=n(1&2n) Bnmn&1,
where =n denotes 1 (resp. 0) if n is even (resp. odd). Hence it follows from
the definition of fn that
mn&1\Bn \2am +&2nBn \
a
m++=nfn(a)+=n(1&2n) Bnmn&1.
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Substituting this into (2.1), we obtain
Bn, /=
2n/(2)
1&2n/(2)
:
(a, m)=1
1am2
fn(a) /(a)
+
2/(2)
1&2n/(2)
=n(1&2n) Bn mn&1 :
(a, m)=1
1am2
/(a)
=
2n/(2)
1&2n/(2)
:
(a, m)=1
1am2
fn(a) /(a),
since 1am2, (a, m=1) /(a)=(12) a # G /(a)=0 holds for every even
nontrivial character /. This proves the second equality of (1). As for the
assertion of (2), namely for the integrality of the coefficients of fn , n2, we
proceed as follows. The coefficient of X j, 1 jn&1 in fn is seen to be
equal to
(2 j&2n) \ nj+ Bn& jmn&1& jn
=(2 j&2n) \n&1j + Bn& jmn&1& j(n& j )
\since \ nj+<n=\
n&1
j +<(n& j )+
The right hand side of which can be written as
:(n&1, j, 2) } mn&1& j,
where we employed the notation in [1, p. 154]. In [1] it is proved that, for
any k1, :(k, j, c) is integral at p unless the following four conditions
hold: (i) p divides c, (ii) j=0, (iii) k+1 is even, and (iv) p&1 divides
k+1. Since we are dealing with the case 1 jn&1, which violates the
condition (ii), it follows that our fn(X ), n2, have integer coefficients. This
completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
3. GENERALIZATION OF THE DEMJANENKO MATRIX
Let p be an arbitrary odd prime 5, and let g=( p&1)2. In this
section, we define a g by ! integer matrix M( p; n) for each integer n1
whose determinant gives the zeta value of the cyclotomic fields Q(‘p),
where ‘p denotes a pth primitive root of unity.
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For an integer a, let [a]p denote the least nonnegative residue of a
modula p. For each n1, let M( p; n) denote the g by g matrix whose
(a, b)th component is equal to fn ([a&1b]p), where
fn (a)={fn(a),(&1)n fn( p&a),
if a # S,
if a # S$.
(See Proposition 2.1 for the definition of fn .) Note that fn is an odd (resp.
even) function on G according to whether n is odd (resp. even). Let
K=Q(‘p) and let K + denote its maximal real subfield. Let ‘K (s) (resp.
‘K+(s)) denote the zeta function of K (resp. K+). Further let ‘KK+(s)=
‘K (s)‘K+(s). The main purpose of this section is to prove the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let f denote the order of 2 in G=(ZpZ)* and let
e=( p&1) f. Let
D( p; n)={(2
nf2+(&1)n&1)e,
(2nf&1)e2,
if is even,
if is odd.
(1) When n>0 is odd,
‘KK+(1&n)=
2 g
D( p; n)
det M( p; n).
(2) When n>0 is even,
‘K+(1&n)=
2 g
D( p; n)
det M( p; n).
Remark. Theorem 3.4 in [2] corresponds to the case n=1 in the
theorem above. Note that 2M( p; 1) coincides with the transpose of the
matrix A in [2] up to a certain permutation with signature (&1)[ g2] of
columns of A. On the other hand, the matrix M( p; 2) is equal to the matrix
Mp in [3]. Hence our theorem can be considered to be a natural
generalization of the results in those articles.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Our proof is based on the method employed in
[2, 3] of which the former treated the case n=1 and the latter the case
n=2. First we consider the case n is odd. let
V=[F: G  C; F(&a)=&F(a) for a # G].
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Namely it is the C-vector space of odd functions on G. Let
X1=[/ # Hom(G, C*); /(&1)=&1]
=[the set of odd characters of G]
and
X2=[$a : G  C; a # S],
where
1, if b=a,
$a(b)={&1, if b=&a,0, otherwise.
They constitute two bases of V. We define an operator Ta (a # G) on V by
the rule TaF(x)=F(ax), and let T=a # S fn(a) } Ta . For k=1, 2, we
consider the matrix Nk of the linear operator T on V with respect to the
basis Xk . The following two lemmas can be proved in a similar way as in
[3, Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.2]:
Lemma. The matrix N1 is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are
a # S fn(a) /(a) (/ # X1).
Lemma. (N2) (b, c)=fn ([b&1c]p) for any (b, c) # S_S.
It follows from these lemmas that
det M( p; n)= ‘
/ # X1
:
a # S
fn(a) /(a).
Furthermore it follows from the proof of theorem 3.4 of [2] that
‘
/ # X1
1&2n/(2)
/(2)
=(&1) g ‘
/ # X1
(2n&/(2))
={(&1)
g (2nf2+1)e,
(&1) g (2nf&1)e2,
if f is even
if f is odd
=(&1) g D( p; n). (3.1)
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Since L(1&n, /)=&Bn, / n holds, we have
‘KK+(1&n)= ‘
/ # X1
L(1&n, /)
=\&1n +
g
‘
/ # X1
Bn, /
=\&1n +
g
‘
/ # X1
2n/(2)
1&2n/(2)
:
a # S
fn(a) /(a)
(by Proposition 2.1 (1))
=(&2) g
1
(&1) g D( p; n)
‘
/ # X1
:
a # S
fn(a) /(a) (by (3.1))
=
2 g
D( p; n)
det M( p; n).
Hence we obtain the assertion of Theorem 3.1 (1).
Next we deal with the case n is even. Let Y1 denote the set of even
characters of G. Then, by a similar reasoning as in the proof for the odd
case, we have
det M( p; n)= ‘
/ # Y1
:
1ag
fn(a) /(a).
Hence we can compute as follows:
‘K+(1&n)= ‘
/ # Y1
L(1&n, /)
=\&1n +
g
‘
/ # Y1
Bn, /
=\&1n +
g
‘
/ # Y1&[1]
2n/(2)
1&2n/(2)
:
1ag
fn(a) /(a)
(by Proposition 2.1 (1))
=
2 g
D( p; n)
det M( p; n).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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4. AN UPPER BOUND FOR ‘KK+(&2)
In this section, we apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain an upper bound for the
absolute value of the ratio ‘K (&2)‘K+(&2) of the values at s=&2 of the
Dedekind zeta functions for K=Q(‘p) and for its maximal real subfield
K+=Q(‘p+‘&1p ), where p is an arbitrary odd prime 5.
Theorem 4.1. |‘K (&2)‘K+(&2)|p5( p&1)4(22( p&1) } 3( p&1)4 } 5( p&1)4).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that
‘K (&2)‘K+(&2)=
2 g
D( p; 3)
det M( p; 3),
where M( p; 3)=( f 3([a&1b]p)1a, bg . Note that, since the set [1, 2, ..., g]
is a CM-type of the group G=(ZpZ)*, every column of the matrix
M( p; 3) consists of a permutation of the g elements \ f3(1), \ f3(2), ...,
\f3(g). Therefore, by the Hadamard inequality, we have the upper bound
|det M( p; 3)|2\ :
1ag
f3(a)2+
g
. (4.1)
The summation on the right hand side is computed according to the defini-
tion of f3(X)=2X2& pX as
:
1ag
f3(a)2= :
1ag
(2a2& pa)2
= :
1ag
(4a4&4pa3+ p2a2)
=4 }
g(g+1)(2g+1)(3g2+3g&1)
30
&4(2g+1) }
g2(g+1)2
4
+(2g+1)2
g(g+1)(2g+1)
6
(since g=( p&1)2 by definition)
=
g(g+1)(2g+1)
30
[4(3g2+3g&1)&30g(g+1)+5(2g+1)2]
=
g(g+1)(2g+1)
30
[2g2+2g+1]
=
p( p4&1)
240
.
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Hence it follows from (4.1) that
|det M( p; 3)|{p( p
4&1)
240 =
( p&1)4
.
Furthermore, the definition of the number D( p; 3) implies
|D( p; 3)|=(23f2+1)e23ef2=23( p&1)2, when f is even,
|D( p; 3)|=(8 f&1)e2=(8 f &1+8 f &2+ } } } +1)e2 } 7e2
8( p&1&e)2 } 7e2, when f is odd.
Therefore we have
|‘k (&2)‘K+(&2)|
2( p&1)2 } [ p( p4&1)240] ( p&1)4
23( p&1)2
=
p5( p&1)4
22( p&1) } 3( p&1)4 } 5( p&1)4
.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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